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Check in, go out!

Tiger   Turtle

The best photo spots in Duisburg :

Rheinpark

LandschaftsparkInnenhafen

Once you have found out more online, you should really pay a visit to 
Duisburg.

Fancy spending some time in Duisburg? Then you should have 
these top ten spots on your list to make sure you have everything 
covered, from industry to high culture. And if you run out of time, 
simply come back again!

When it comes to industrial culture, we are right up there: whether 
the Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, the Inner Harbour or the Tiger 
& Turtle landmark, you will quickly grow fond of our city if you are 
open to moments that combine the rough with the smooth.

Are you an exercise fan? You’ll find no shortage of action in Duisburg! 
Take to the water of our lakes, feel the firm forest floor beneath 
your feet or ride your bike – however you choose to do it, get out 
there and experience the contrasts of our city.

Music festivals, bar concerts, street food markets, author readings, 
culinary tours or classic guided tours of the city – you don’t need to 
look for long on DuisburgLive to find the right event for your perso-
nal Duisburg experience. 

Celebrate Duisburg! There are always suitable occasions, but in 
2024 there are quite a lot: the MKM Museum Küppersmühle is turn-
ing 25, the Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord 30, the Museum der 
Deutschen Binnenschifffahrt 50, the Lehmbruck Museum 60 and 
the Zoo Duisburg 90 years old. Highlights are planned throughout 
the year to mark the anniversaries. Stay tuned!

What’s happening,  
Duisburg?
Our writers are on hand with the answers. They reveal their 
personal highlights on our Duisburg Travel Stories blog –  
and they don’t keep their favourite places to themselves 
either, which means you will soon feel like a local here. 

Prepare to be inspired! 
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Art fans know all too well that Duisburg is a centre for international sculpture. If you are not an art fan, then you know now. Lehmbruck, one of the most im-portant sculptors of the modern age, is a son of our city! A museum is dedicated to him, showcasing masterpieces from his 
time to the present day.  
Friedrich-Wilhelm-Str. 40 
47051 Duisburg

Two animals on a slag heap have produced an impressive work of art. Is this really the case? It is worth finding out: you can walk on Tiger & Turtle or simply enjoy the sculpture’s spectacu-lar silhouette, which has been enhan-
cing the skyline in the 
Ruhr region since 2011.
Ehinger Str. /  
Kaiserwether Str.  
47259 Duisburg

Do you prefer wildlife to the urban jungle? No 
problem! Our zoo is famous for its koalas – for 
a long time it was the only one in Germany to 
give this endangered species a home. Be sure 
to catch one of our feeding sessions! The ani-

mals can be seen up-close while 
their keepers showcase their 
knowledge and wit. 
Mülheimer Str. 273  
47058 Duisburg

Museum Küppersmühle

Here, where the heart of the Ruhr 

region once beat iron, we make yours 

leap: partying, climbing, diving, skating, 

cycling – all of these things are possi-

ble against the imposing 

backdrop of the disused 

ironworks.  

Emscherstr. 71  

47137 Duisburg

What can you do with an empty grain  warehouse? Fill it with art would be one idea. That is now a reality: at the MKM, you can marvel at how the architecture of Herzog & de Meuron houses countless works of German and European post-war 
art on an area occupying 
around 6,000 square metres.
Philosophenweg 55   
47051 Duisburg

Zoo Duisburg

Take a stroll along the water, soak up 
the sun, enjoy a relaxed bite to eat, 
meet up with friends – all this is possib-
le in our Inner Harbour. That’s because 
besides being part of the largest inland 
port, which is right here in Duisburg, 

it is one thing above all 
else: the best place for a 
really good time!
Philosophenweg 
47051 Duisburg

Tiger   Turtle

Cast off! Multimedia, detailed 

models and hands-on exhibits take 

you on a journey through the histo-

ry of German inland navigation in 

the former bathing establishment. 

By the way: there is no more com-

prehensive museum 

of this kind in the 

whole of Germany.

Apostelstr. 84  

47119 Duisburg

Museum der Deutschen 

Binnenschifffahrt 

Not four, not five, no! Six lakes can be found in our largest recreational area. On and around them, you can swap the urban hustle and bustle for some gentle splash-ing. Quite simply a hot tip to get that beach feeling and cool off in the heart of our metropolitan region.  
Kalkweg / Masurenallee  47279 DuisburgSechs-Seen-Platte

Landschaftspark

Our best cycling and hiking tipps
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2024 – year of anniversaries 

and more …
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